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Welcome to Winterbottom’s Schoolwear…
At Winterbottom’s Schoolwear, we are committed to providing 
our customers with an unrivalled service in both the quality 
of our products and our customer care. Listening to our 
customers is key and this year has seen the introduction 
of regional customer forum sessions, which have given our 
customers the opportunity to critique our product offer and 
suggest options that may work better for them and their 
customers. Listening to customer feedback is an important 
way to ensure the products we develop are right for the market.

Our 2020 collection has many new and exciting developments, 
including non-iron shirts and blouses in new and existing 
styles, new additions to our junior trouser range, and more 
options added to our exclusive tartan collection.

Sustainability is at the very heart of our design process. 
We strive to develop products that are ethically sourced, 
manufactured with minimal environmental impact, yet still 
meet the high standards our industry requires.

Going forward, all our forward ordered polyester blazers and 
jackets will be produced from recycled polyester* in both the 
outer fabric and the lining. Where garments have an additional 
finish to help protect them from staining, we now use 
Teflon EcoElite™ stain repel and release treatment which is 
much kinder to the environment than traditional finishes.

Attention to detail is our hallmark and at Winterbottom’s we 
look at product from all angles. We develop our garments 
from both traditional and contemporary influences, always 
making sure they preserve the values of the schools’ policy. 

We can work with you on new school tenders and help 
you put together a stylish, distinctive uniform that will be 
supportable, affordable and, above all, distinctive.

It’s always good to talk so please contact our brand and 
sales teams to find out more about our 2020 Winterbottom’s 
Schoolwear collection.

*Slate Grey has a 50% recycled outer fabric content.

WE ARE HERE TO HELP WITH YOUR QUERIES
Contact our sales team on

01228 210 222

STOCK SUPPORTED
Items carried in our warehouse.

NON-IRON

STAIN RESISTANT FINISH 
For durability.

RECYCLED POLYESTER
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As with most things, if the foundations are good the outcome 
is better. We manufacture garments around the world and 
the key to consistency and reliable quality is clear technical 
management. This starts with the fabric performance and 
continuity and runs right through to how the finished goods 
arrive at our distribution centre. Our technical team specifies 
and monitors each step of the process to make sure that 
our standards of manufacture and ETI compliance are 
maintained.

Ethical Trading, Our Commitment...

Technical 
Expertise

“We pride ourselves in supporting independent 
schoolwear retailers”

Ethical Trading, a subject top of the agenda in global garment 
sourcing, is a core value supported by Winterbottom’s 
Schoolwear, and we only produce garments in production 
facilites that meet our internationally recognised Ethical 
Trade Initiative (ETI) Code of Practice.

Fair trade isn’t just about paying fair wages. Everyone deserves 
a decent and safe working environment, reasonable hours, 
holidays, and the ability to speak up if things aren’t as they 
should be. It is our responsibility to demonstrate that there is 
no market for unethically produced goods. With this in mind, 
we pride ourselves in ensuring that the following guidelines 
are adhered to across the company at all times:

We establish and police these principles before and during 
our working relationship with each factory we use, through 
internal and independent auditing.

• There is no forced, bonded or involuntary labour 

• Staff are not required to lodge deposits or 
identity papers with our factories

• Staff are free to leave their employment after 
giving reasonable notice

• There shall be no recruitment of child labour

• Children or persons under 16 are not employed 
at any time, day or night

• Young persons under 18 shall not be employed 
at night or in hazardous conditions

• Staff pay rates are equal to or above the national 
legal minimum standards

• Staff receive Health & Safety information

• Staff have access to toilet facilities and 
drinking water
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 Working towards a more sustainable business model benefits us all, and we are continually exploring 
ways to improve the materials and technologies we use in order to minimise any environmental 

impact. From the fabrics we use, to our production methods, the way we transport our goods, our packaging and even the paper 
this brochure is printed on, sustainability is always a key factor in our decision process.

From 2020, all our forward ordered Kempsey and Knightsbridge blazers will be from a recycled source*. 

In 2019 we switched to Teflon EcoElite™ stain repel and release treatment for our blazer production. Teflon 
EcoElite™  is kinder to the environment than traditional finishes. From 2020 we are rolling this out to our 
boys’ trouser and short production, ensuring all our fabric finishes have minimal environmental impact.

*Slate Grey has a 50% recycled outer fabric content.

At Winterbottom’s we take the 
issue of sustainability seriously

OUR

ECO
COMMITMENT

Closed-loop recycling is a production process in which post-consumer waste is collected and recycled in order to make 
new products. The first step in the closed-loop system is when consumers recycle their used plastic bottles and these 
are processed at recycling facilities. Next, the recycling process turns these bottles into fabric, which is in turn made into 
garments. When the consumer buys a garment made from recycled content fabric they are essentially closing the loop.

Here we show how recycled PET bottles go through the production process to turn them into your school blazers.

Closing the Loop on Plastic Recycling… 
How plastic bottles are turned into polyester blazers

Polyester fabric is the most commonly used material for producing school blazers and jackets. Durable and able to be 
washed at lower temperatures, polyester is an economical choice in lots of ways. Our recycled polyester blazer option 
now takes this a stage further. The fabric and lining is manufactured using recycled PET bottles which reduces the impact 
of both oil and energy consumption. Using recycled polyester helps to reduce marine pollution and prevents the bottles 
going to landfill.

PLASTIC BOTTLES SHREDDED INTO FLAKES MELTED INTO PELLETS

MADE IN TO GARMENTS WOVEN INTO FABRIC EXTRUDED INTO YARNS
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Our design service 
and tender process
By looking at all aspects of design; fit, function and price and 
creating the best marriage of all three, Winterbottom’s has 
helped to transform school’s thinking on what constitutes 
the optimum uniform. We balance tradition and fashion 
influences in the right measure to make our garments look 
and feel good to wear. If you are preparing a tender, talk to 
us about what we can offer to make your uniform proposal 
meet the key selection criteria: good value, ethically sourced, 
supportable, well fitting and great looking.

We work with retailers to develop school tenders together. 
Design meetings, presentation boards and samples are part 
of the process of creating confidence in a new uniform project 
and we can help to make that successful.

Uniforms for
faith schools
Winterbottom’s designs and produces 
uniform for faith schools with specific 
requirements due to religious faith or 
other student based criteria. One of our 
specialties is the design of uniform for 
students of Islamic faith schools. Here 
we work closely with trusts, schools and 
retailers to create uniforms that meet 
both cultural and practical needs.

Working together to achieve the same goals

School 
Uniform 
Tender 
Process

Retailer contacts 
school/academy

to register interest
in the tender

Retailer presents 
proposal to 

school/academy

Brief given to 
Winterbottom’s: 

• School size
• Uniform components 
• Introduction timeline

Winterbottom’s: 
presents first
boards to the 

Retailer 

Agree amendments,
costs and key 
decision dates

1st amended
boards, samples

and mock-ups

School conducts
parent/board
consultation

Feedback and 
adjustments

Uniform 
approval and 

Retailer/supplier
nomination

For schools who would like an extra degree of individuality, 
Winterbottom’s Schoolwear can tailor school uniform to meet 
just about any criteria that a school has in mind. This can be 
as simple as producing a new style based upon our running 
fabrics and trims, or something much more outstanding 
using special fabrics, linings or trim components. We produce 
all patterns to our optimum sizing grading rules and quality 
standards; so, whatever look a school would like to develop, 
you can be confident that Winterbottom’s will meet the brief.

Our broad range of fine quality blazers is a key part of 
the Winterbottom’s Schoolwear range. As well as our stock 
supported products, we also offer an excellent choice of 
customisation options; including fabric, cording, braiding and 
trimming to collars, lapels, chest pockets, hip pockets and sleeves. 
If you need something even more distinctive, we will work with 
you to design a unique product via our bespoke service. 

Tartan and other plaid designs are an effective way to 
differentiate uniforms. Using a combination of fabric and 
style, along with blazer colours and trims, gives schools a wide 
choice when creating a distinctive uniform.

We can also help guide you with the right mix of stock 
products to sit with your bespoke developments. Our design 
and product development team can help you at every stage 
of the process.

Made to order

Creating a bespoke school uniform 
doesn’t have to stop with a blazer and tie
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Ways to buy our Blazers and Jackets
Our broad range of fine quality blazers is a key part of the Winterbottom’s schoolwear range. As well as our stock supported 
product, we offer a huge choice of customisation options. These include cording, braiding and trimming to collars, lapels, chest 
pockets, hip pockets and sleeves in a wide range of style variations. If you need something even more special, we will work with 
you to design a unique product via our bespoke service. 

Winterbottom’s Stock Items
Our Kempsey and Knightsbridge styles are stocked all year round. Contact our sales office, or your sales 
representative, to place your order. We can trim and embroider our stock items should you require.

Embroidery service
In addition to embroidery at source, we also offer a UK embroidery service, 
including digitisation.

This allows us to embroider most of our stock garments to your 
requirements, including both our Kempsey and Knightsbridge blazers, 
using the patented zip entry system. This allows a fast turnaround from 
stock, to complement our forward order offshore blazer service.

Winterbottom’s Custom Service
Our Kemspey and Knightsbridge styles are available in a wide range of fabric shades, as well as with different trim 
options and style variations, using our custom made to order service. Please note that minimums do apply to this 
service and product has to be forward ordered. Contact our sales team for more details.

Winterbottom’s 
Bespoke Service
Our dedicated design team will work 
with you to create the special blazer 
your schools want. Choose from 
a wide range of fabrics, including 
wool flannels, venetian stripes and  
traditional checks. Please note that 
minimums apply to this service. 
Call our sales team for more details.
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KG2R  Girls Kempsey plain zip entry blazer
• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn (matt finish)
• 2 button fastening with 3 patch pockets and plain back
• 4 inside pockets, 1 with zip
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• Available in 8 stock colours. Bespoke colours available, 

please contact our sales team to discuss a special colour order

KB1R  Boys Kempsey plain zip entry blazer
• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn (matt finish)
• 2 button fastening with 3 patch pockets and 2 side vents
• 4 inside pockets, 1 with zip
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• Available in 8 stock colours. Bespoke colours available, 

please contact our sales team to discuss a special colour order

KB1L Boys Kempsey Long Fitting plain zip entry 
blazer (not shown)
• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn (matt finish)
• 2 button fastening with 3 patch pockets and 2 side vents
• 4 inside pockets, 1 with zip
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• Longer arm and body length
• Available in sizes 34 - 52” chest, even sizes (see below)
• Available in Navy and Black stock colours

KB1R KG2R

The KEMPSEY

KB1L - sizes (chest) in inches
34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

KB1R & KG1R - Boys & Girls Kempsey Blazer sizes (chest) in inches
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 44 46 48 50 52

NAVY BLACK SLATE GREY BOTTLEDARK NAVY

STOCK SUPPORTED STAIN RESISTANTROYAL PURPLEMAROON
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The KNIGHTSBRIDGE

Knightsbridge Jacket sizes (chest) in inches
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

Knightsbridge Jacket sizes (chest) in inches
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

KB3T Boys Knightsbridge contemporary style jacket

• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn (matt finish)
• Tailored fit with shaped facing
• Internal contrast piping and columbia stitching
• 2 button fastening with suit style pockets and 2 side vents
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoElite TM stain repel and release finish
• Available in 3 stock colours

KG4T Girls Knightsbridge contemporary style jacket

• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn (matt finish)
• Tailored fit with shaped facing
• Internal contrast piping and columbia stitching
• 2 button fastening with suit style pockets and plain back
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoElite TM stain repel and release finish
• Available in 3 stock colours

STOCK SUPPORTED STOCK SUPPORTEDSTAIN RESISTANT STAIN RESISTANT

KB3T KG4T

SLATE GREY SLATE GREYBLACK BLACKNAVY NAVY
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Kempsey Blazer sizes (chest) in inches
22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34
35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 44 46 48 50 52

Knightsbridge Jacket sizes (chest) in inches
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

KB3TR Boys Knightsbridge Jacket 
& KG4TR Girls Knightsbridge Jacket
• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn 

(matt finish)
• Tailored fit with shaped facing
• Internal contrast piping and columbia 

stitching
• 2 button fastening and suit style pockets
• 2 side vents on boys and plain back on girls
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish
• Available in 2 stock colours
• Available for forward order in all of our 

standard shades*

Polyester fabric is the most commonly used material for producing school blazers and jackets. Durable and able to be washed at 
lower temperatures, polyester is an economical choice in lots of ways. Our recycled polyester blazer option now takes this a stage 
further. Manufactured using recycled PET drinks bottles, in both the main fabric and the lining, this material reduces the impact on 
both oil and energy consumption, as well as reducing both landfill and marine pollution. In addition, we use Teflon EcoElite™
stain repel and release treatment which is much kinder to the environment than traditional finishes.

KB1RR  Boys Kempsey Blazer 
& KG2RR Girls Kempsey Blazer

• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn 
(matt finish)

• 2 button fastening with 3 patch pockets
• 2 side vents on boys and plain back on girls
• 4 inside pockets, 1 with zip
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish
• Available in 2 stock colours
• Available for forward order in all of our 

standard shades*

KG2R  Kempsey Girls Blazer
• 100% Polyester twill in octolobal yarn 

(matt finish)
• 2 button fastening with 3 patch pockets 

and plain back
• 4 inside pockets, 1 with zip
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish
• Available in 2 stock colours.

KB1RR KG2RR

KB3TR

Knightsbridge Jacket sizes (chest) in inches
28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

Senior Trouser sizes (waist) in inches
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 36 38 40 42

KB5T Boys Knightsbridge contemporary style jacket
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Tailored fit with shaped facing
• Internal contrast piping and columbia stitching
• 2 button fastening, straight pockets, 2 side vents
• Zip entry for UK embroidery
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• Available in Harrow Grey

BT7* Senior boys slim cut trouser
• Flat front slim fit trouser in soft handle fabric
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Internal waist adjuster
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• Available in Harrow Grey
• Available in a choice of leg lengths from 

waist 28” up - see page 33 for details
* BT7 trousers are part of the senior boys trouser range and available 
in a range of colours. See page 22 for more details. ** MOQs apply.
Please contact our sales team to discuss your requirements.

*Slate Grey has a 50% recycled outer fabric content.

Our girls’ GTR415 trouser (see page 23) has been developed to complement the boys’ BT7 trouser.  If you are looking for a 
standard colour palette across both genders,  girls’ blazers can be made as a bespoke product in the same fabric as KB5T.

DID YOU KNOW...

RECYCLED Polyester Blazer Collection

RECYCLED STOCK SUPPORTED STAIN RESISTANT

BLACK NAVY

RECYCLED STOCK SUPPORTED STAIN RESISTANT

BLACK NAVY

HARROW GREYHARROW GREY

KG4TR

Mix & Match SENIOR BOYS SUIT

STOCK SUPPORTED

STAIN RESISTANT

KB5T BT7

Demand for a suit style uniform is growing. We’ve taken our contemporary Knightsbridge jacket style and matched it with our highly 
successful BT7 slim fit trouser. The result is a smart looking mix and match suit offer, stock supported in our popular Harrow Grey 
polyester viscose machine washable twill. Bespoke colours are available to forward order in KB5T in all our standard BT7 fabrics**.
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Our boys’ shirt and girls’ blouse range is produced using high quality, 
low maintenance, Non-Iron fabric with reinforced seams for greater 
durability and a smarter appearance.

Available in a choice of styles and fits, our premium quality garments 
are presented in retail-friendly packaging.

SHIRTS & BLOUSES TPS210 TPS211

TPS212

TPS212

TPB420

TPB425

TPS213

TPS212 Boys slim fit twin pack long sleeve shirt
• Slimmer silhouette
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPS213 Boys slim fit twin pack short sleeve shirt
• Slimmer silhouette
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPS211 Boys regular fit twin pack short sleeve shirt
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPS210 Boys regular fit twin pack long sleeve shirt
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

Boys regular fit sizes (collar) in inches

11 11.5 12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 15.5 16 16.5 17 17.5

Boys slim fit sizes (collar) in inches

12 12.5 13 13.5 14 14.5 15 15.5 16 16.5 17 17.5

R E G U L A R  F I T  B O Y S  S H I R T S

S L I M  F I T  B O Y S  S H I R T S

BLUE

BLUE

STOCK SUPPORTED

STOCK SUPPORTED

NON-IRON

NON-IRON

WHITE

WHITE*minimal ironing may be required for a pristine appearance.

*minimal ironing may be required for a pristine appearance.
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G I R L S  R E G U L A R  F I T G I R L S  S L I M  F I T

TPB420 Girls regular fit twin pack long sleeve blouse
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB424 Girls slim fit twin pack long sleeve blouse
• Slimmer silhouette
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB422 Girls regular fit twin pack short sleeve 
revere blouse
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB423 Girls regular fit twin pack long sleeve 
revere blouse NEW FOR 2020
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB426 Girls slim fit twin pack short sleeve 
revere blouse NEW FOR 2020
• Slimmer silhouette
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB421 Girls regular fit twin pack short sleeve blouse
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB425 Girls slim fit twin pack short sleeve blouse
• Slimmer silhouette
• High yarn count for improved fabric performance
• Non-iron*
• Twin pack in branded hanging poly bags
• 65% Polyester/35% Cotton

TPB420 TPB424TPB421 TPB425

BLUE BLUESTOCK SUPPORTED STOCK SUPPORTEDNON-IRON NON-IRONWHITE WHITE

Girls regular fit sizes (chest) in inches
22 24 26 28 30 32 34

36 38 40 42 44 46 48

TPB422 TPB423

Girls slim fit sizes (chest) in inches
26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48

TPB426

*minimal ironing may be required for a pristine appearance.

*minimal ironing may be required for a pristine appearance.
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JUNIOR SHORTS 
& TROUSERS

J U N I O R  B O Y S

J U N I O R  G I R L S

HARROW GREY BLACK CHARCOAL

BLACK NAVYHARROW GREY

BST27 Junior boys sturdy fit trouser
Our new for 2020 BST27 sturdy fit boys’ trouser has been 
developed to give a more contemporary silhouette without 
compromising on comfort. Made from the same durable fabric 
as the BT25, it has a little more room around the seat and thigh 
but tapers gradually through to the hem.

• Elasticated back with flat front with two side pockets
• Polyester viscose twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish
• Zip front with hook and bar fastening
• Available in 3 stock colours
• Sizes 26-40 also come in long lengths - see page 33 for details

Junior boys sturdy fit sizes (waist) in inches
24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 36 38 40

BT24 Junior boys slim fit trouser
• Elasticated back
• Flat front with two side pockets
• Polyester viscose twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish 
• Ages 4-6 with mock fly
 Ages 7-13 with zip front and hook and bar 

fastening
• Available in 4 stock colours

BT25 Junior boys regular fit trouser
• Elasticated back
• Flat front with two side pockets
• Polyester viscose twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish 
• Ages 2-6 with mock fly
 Ages 7-13 with zip front and hook and bar 

fastening
• Available in 4 stock colours

Junior boys regular fit trouser sizes (age)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

BS32 Junior boys regular fit short
• Elasticated back
• Flat front with two side pockets
• Polyester viscose twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel & release finish 
• Ages 2-6 with mock fly
 Ages 7-13 with zip front and hook and bar 

fastening
• Available in Harrow Grey only

Junior boys slim fit trouser sizes (age)
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Junior shorts sizes (age)
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

GTR430 Junior girls slim fit trouser
• Flat front slim fit trouser with half elasticated waist
• Polyester viscose elastane fabric 
• Sizes 2-3 to 7-8 with mock fly
• sizes 9-10 to 13 with zip front and button 

through fastening
• Available in 3 stock colours

HARROW GREY

HARROW GREY

BLACK

NAVY

CHARCOAL

Junior girls trouser sizes (age)
2-3 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13

DID YOU KNOW...

Our new junior girls’ GTR430 trouser 
is not only a close match to the junior 
boys’ shades, but also matches the 
shade of our GTR415 senior girls’ 
trouser (page23).

For 2020, we have introduced a new girls’ slim fit trouser that has been developed 
to complement the boys’ trouser shades to offer a uniform colour palette across our 
three most popular colourways. This has been developed and graded to be a slim 
fitting junior girls’ trouser in its’ own right with an elasticated back waistband and 
sizes up to age 7-8 have a mock fly, making them a simple pull-up style. 

All junior shorts and trousers featured on 
theses pages are stock supported.

STAIN RESISTANT

STAIN RESISTANT STAIN RESISTANT

GTR430BST27

Our junior boys’ trouser range is divided into 3 clear 
fits; slim, regular and sturdy.
We developed our BT24 junior boys’ slim fit trouser to give the same 
look and feel as our best-selling senior boys’ BT7 slim fit trouser. 
Although the fabric is the same soft handle polyester viscose blend 
as the BT7, the trouser has been developed and graded to be a slim 
fitting junior trouser in its’ own right. For example, the garment 
features an elasticated back waistband and sizes up to age 6 have a 
mock fly, making them a simple pull-up style. 

Because not all schools and parents want this more contemporary 
trouser, we also developed the BT25 regular fitting option in a 
slightly heavier fabric. The great thing is that the colours of both 
fabrics are very similar so if the uniform policy allows a mix of styles 
then either the slim fitting BT24, or the more regular BT25 will fit the 
bill. This also allows boys who may have a slightly heavier frame and 
find the slimmer fit a little too narrow to opt for the regular fit.

The styling features of the BT25 are the same as BT24, but the thigh 
and leg are slightly wider. Our junior boys’ BS32 regular fitting short 
is based on the styling and fabric of the BT25 trouser but has a 
contemporary short leg. 

All our junior boys’ trouser and short collection 
is stock supported and has Teflon EcoElite™ 
stain repel and release finish which is kinder to the 
environment than traditional finishes.
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SENIOR TROUSERS

BT7 Senior boys slim fit trouser
• Flat front slim fit trouser in soft handle fabric
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• internal waist adjuster
• 4 stock colours
• Belt not included
• Available in a choice of leg lengths from waist 28” up - see page 33

BT8 Senior boys regular fit trouser
• Flat front regular fit trouser
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• internal waist adjuster
• 4 stock colours 
• Belt not included
• Available in a choice of leg lengths from waist 28” up - see page 33

BT7 BT8

Our senior boys’ trouser collection comes in three styles.

Our best-selling BT7 is a slim fit, flat front, trouser in a soft handle polyester viscose fabric.

The BT8 is a regular fit, flat front trouser and is made in the same, slightly heavier weight, fabric as our junior boys’ BT25 trouser. 
This allows boys who might need a slightly more generous fit to still have the same shade and style trouser as their peers.

The BT10 Active Waist trouser has the same slim fit leg as the BT7 but with a little ease around the hip and thigh. It has two technical 
features to enhance comfort and performance giving two levels of stretch. The first is in the stretch fabric and the second is in the 
active waist construction which uses a concealed waistband that keeps moving with the body for even more comfort.

All the garments in the senior boys’ trouser range are stock supported and have Teflon Eco Elite™ stain repel and release finish 
which is kinder to the environment than traditional finishes.

Our contemporary senior girls’ slim fit trouser has been 
developed to complement the boys’ trouser shades in our 
three best-selling colourways. The polyester viscose elastane 
blend gives the fabric an additional stretch making the garment 
comfortable to wear.

S E N I O R  B O Y S  T R O U S E R

HARROW GREY

HARROW GREY

HARROW GREY

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

NAVY

NAVY

NAVY

CHARCOAL

CHARCOAL

Senior Trouser Sizes (waist) in inches
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31

32 33 34 36 38 40 42
STOCK SUPPORTED

STOCK SUPPORTED

STOCK SUPPORTED
STAIN RESISTANT

STAIN RESISTANT

BT10 A CT I V E W A I ST  T RO U S E R

GTR415 S E N I O R  G I R L S  T R O U S E R

The BT10 Active Waist trouser combines a fashionable slim fit 
with TWO levels of dynamic stretch:
• Woven stretch fabric fits better and retains its shape longer
• Active waist technology using a concealed stretch waistband

BT10 Senior boys active waist trouser
• Flat front slim fit trouser
• Polyester Viscose Elastane Twill
• Teflon EcoEliteTM stain repel and release finish
• Concealed stretch waistband
• 4 stock colours
• Belt not included
• Active waist technology
• Available in a choice of leg lengths from waist 28” up - see page 33

Active Waist Senior Trouser Sizes (waist) in inches
24 26 28 30 32

34 36 38 40 42

Senior Girls Trouser Sizes (waist) in inches
22 24 26 28 30

32 34 36 38 40

GTR415 Senior girls slim fit trouser
• Flattering slim fit trouser - button waist, zip fly and internal adjuster
• Polyester viscose elastane fabric
• Available in regular or longer length
• Available in 3 stock colours
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SKIRTS & PINAFORES

Our junior girls’ range 
includes a great choice 

of stock supported 
skirts and pinafores.

For junior girls’ trousers 
see page 21.

J U N I O R  G I R L S  S K I R T S

JSK200 Junior girls flower button skirt
• Flower button detail
• Half elasticated waist
• 100% polyester bi-stretch
• Available in 3 stock colours

JSK117 Junior girls box pleat skirt
• All-round permanent box pleat with 

elasticated waist
• 100% polyester twill
• Available in 6 stock colours

P I N A F O R E  D R E S S E S

PIN102 Junior girls flower button pinafore
• Flower button detail
• 100% Polyester bi-stretch
• Available in 3 stock colours

PIN112 Junior girls pinafore
• Permanently pleated wrap over 

skirt with fully lined bib
• 100% Polyester twill
• Available in 6 stock colours

PIN112 PIN102

Junior Girls Sizes (age)
2-3 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13

Junior Girls Sizes (age)
3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 11-12 13

JSK117 JSK200

Junior Girls Sizes (age)
2-3 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13

Junior Girls Sizes (age)
2-3 3-4 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13

NAVY

BLACK BROWN

GREY

BOTTLEMAROON

NAVY

BLACK BROWN

GREY

BOTTLEMAROON

NAVY

BLACK

GREY

NAVY

BLACK

GREY
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JSK117 Junior girls tartan skirt
• All-round permanent box pleat with 

elasticated waist
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Available in five stock colours

SK105B  Junior girls tartan kilt
• Permanently pleated kilt with 

elasticated back
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Available in five stock colours

Junior Tartan Skirt Sizes (age)
3-4 4-5 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13

Junior Tartan Skirt Sizes (age)
3-4 4-5 5-6 7-8 9-10 11-12 13

Tartan is an effective way to differentiate uniforms. Available 
in three garment styles and five different designs, our stock 
supported junior tartan range offers a great choice.

PIN112 Junior girls tartan bib pinafore
• Permanently pleated wrap over skirt 

with fully lined bib
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Available in five stock colours

Junior Tartan Pinafore Sizes (age)
3-4 4-5 5-6 6-7 7-8 8-9 9-10 11-12 13

RED 19

GREEN 12

GREY 51

BLUE 36

MAROON 17

JUNIOR 
TARTANS
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SSK301 Senior girls 2 button 
inverted pleat skirt
• Deep waistband with 2 button detail and 

inverted pleats
• 100% Polyester bi-stretch
• Available in lengths 18”, 20” and 22”
• Available in 3 stock colours

SSK308

SSK308 Senior girls tartan stitch down knife pleat skirt
• Stitch down all round knife pleat skirt
• Back zip fastening with button
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Available in 3 lengths 18”, 20” and 22”
• Available In 7 stock colours

SSK308  Senior girls stitch down 
knife pleat skirt
• Stitch down all round knife pleat skirt
• Back zip fastening with button
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Available in 3 lengths: 18”, 20” and 22”
• Available in 3 stock colours

SSK308

SSK307  Senior girls skirt with 
deep waistband and side zip 
fastening
• Deep waistband with permanent pleats
• 100% Polyester bi-stretch
• Available in lengths 18”, 20” and 22”
• Available in 3 stock colours

SSK307 SSK301

Senior Girls Waist Sizes (in inches)
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Senior Girls Waist Sizes (in inches)
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

SSK503 Senior girls inverted front pleat skirt
• Slight A-line style skirt
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Inverted pleat at front of skirt
• Available in 3 stock colours in a close match to the 

boys BT7 and BT8 shades
• Available in lengths 18”, 20” and 22”

SSK503

SSK504

Senior Girls Waist Sizes (in inches)
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

SSK242 Senior girls straight skirt 
with back vent
• Straight skirt with back vent
• Polyester Viscose Twill
• Available in lengths 18”, 20” and 22”
• Available in 3 stock colours

SSK504 Senior girls deep waistband 
skirt with all round pleats
• Deep waistband with all round permanent pleats
• Polyester Viscose Elastane
• Available in 3 stock colours in a close match to 

the boys BT7 and BT8 shades
• Shades match the girls GTR415 trouser
• Available in lengths 18”, 20” and 22”

SSK242

SENIOR GIRLS SKIRTS

Senior Girls Waist Sizes (in inches)
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Senior Girls Waist Sizes (in inches)
22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

HARROW GREY GREY

HARROW GREY

GREY

BLACK BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

NAVY NAVY

NAVY

NAVY

STOCK SUPPORTED STOCK SUPPORTED

STOCK SUPPORTED
STOCK SUPPORTED

STOCK SUPPORTED

RED 19 GREEN 12

GREY 51

BLUE 36 MAROON 17

BLUE/GREY GREY MIX
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BESPOKE 
TARTANS

For schools who would like an extra degree of individuality, 
Winterbottom’s can tailor the school uniform to meet just 
about any criteria that the school has in mind.

This can be as simple as producing a new style, based upon 
our running fabrics and trims, or something more outstanding, 
using special fabrics, linings or trim components.

All patterns are produced by us to our optimum sizing 
grading rules and quality standards, so whatever look a 
school would like to develop, you can be confident that 
Winterbottom’s will meet the brief.

Tartan and other plaid designs are an effective way 
to differentiate uniforms. Using a combination of 
fabric and style, along with different blazer colours 
and trims gives schools a wide choice to create a 
distinctive uniform.

Now with 11 designs to chose from, retailers can offer 
very special uniform items at competitive prices.

How it works?
Simply select from one of the 11 stock supported fabric 
options below and then decide on your styling.  By selecting 
one of our established patterns you can be confident that 
your bespoke garments will be produced using our optimum 
sizing grading rules and quality standards.

All our tartans have been developed to sit with one or more of 
our stock supported blazer shades. Our design team can help 
you match blazer trim, and even design you a new tie, so that 
the whole colour palette matches perfectly. 

OUR TARTAN 
FABRIC RANGE

OUR BESPOKE SERVICE

GREEN 12 GREY 51

PURPLE BLUE/GREY GREY / RED / BLACK (NEW)GREY MIX

BLUE 36 BLUE / RED / BLACKMAROON 17

GREEN / GOLD

RED 19

Call us to discuss 
your bespoke tartan 
requirements on 

01228 210 222
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SPORTSWEAR BOYS TROUSER SIZING GUIDECS1 Long leg cycling short
• Long leg heavy weight stretch fabric
• Cotton Elastane
• Available in Navy and Black

CS2  Short leg cycling short
• Short leg heavy weight stretch fabric
• Cotton Elastane
• Available in Navy and Black

CS1 & CS2 Short Sizes

XXS XS S M L XL XXL

BLACK

BLACK

NAVY

NAVY

SSS2 Shadow stripe short
• Longer leg with elasticated waist 

for comfort
• Shadow vertical stripe pattern
• Draw cord to waist
• 100% Polyester
• Available in 7 popular colours

BURGUNDY RED WHITE

BLACK

ROYAL BOTTLE

NAVY

SSS2 Shorts Sizes (waist) in inches
18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44

OUTERWEAR & CRAFTWEAR

WA2 Twin front pocket craft apron
• Unbleached Cotton craft apron with rear tie at waist in one size

JK8 Classic wax jacket
• Long Cupra wax jacket with check patterned lining

Sizes (chest) in inches
22 24 26 28 30 32
34 36 38 40 42 44

OLIVE NATURALNAVY

WA2JK8

BT7 waist and leg lengths

Waist (in inches) Leg Lengths (in inches)
24 25

25 26

26 27

27 28

28 29 Short, 31 Regular

29 29 Short, 31 Regular

30, 31, 32, 33, 34 29 Short, 31 Regular, 33 Long

36, 38, 40, 42 29 Short, 31 Regular, 33 Long

BT8 waist and leg lengths

Waist (in inches) Leg Lengths (in inches)
24 25

25 26

26 27

27 28

28 29 Short, 31 Regular

29 29 Short, 31 Regular

30, 31, 32, 33, 34 29 Short, 31 Regular, 33 Long

36, 38, 40, 42 29 Short, 31 Regular, 33 Long

BT10 waist and leg lengths

Waist (in inches) Leg Lengths (in inches)
24 25

26 27

28 29 Short, 31 Regular

30, 32, 34 29 Short, 31 Regular, 33 Long

36, 38, 40, 42 29 Short, 31 Regular, 33 Long

BST27 Sturdy Fit Trouser waist and leg lengths

Waist (in inches) Leg Lengths (in inches)
24 18 Regular

25 19 Regular

26 21 Regular, 23 Long

27 23 Regular

28, 29 24 Regular, 26 Long

30 26 Regular, 28 Long

31 26 Regular

32, 34, 36 26 Regular, 28 Long

38, 40 28 Regular, 30 Long

BT10

CS1CS2 SSS2
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Paton House
Level One
Victoria Viaduct
Carlisle
CA3  8AN

In the interest of continual improvement Winterbottom’s Schoolwear reserves the right to amend or omit 
products, colours or specifications featured  in this publication, from time to time. Due to the limitations of 
the printing process, actual garment shades may vary from those represented in the catalogue.

2020
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t:   01228 210 222
e:   info@winterbottoms-schoolwear.co.uk
w:   winterbottoms-schoolwear.co.uk

This brochure is printed 
onto paper from a 
sustainable source.
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